Driving Range Shelters
Practicing their swing at the driving
range is relaxing on a sunny evening
when the shadows are too long for
another round. But are your patrons
leaving your course when the light
rains fall?
Why not protect them from the elements at the range, so they can improve their game at times when they
can’t play it. A driving range cover
protects golfers from both intense
sun and falling rains. Bolted tubular
steel framing supports either a metal
or wood roof deck. Safety screens
mounted between the columns protect other golfers for the ocassional
shanked drive, and addittional bays
can be added at a later date to increase
the size of your range.

Cart Storage Shelters
The sun’s untra-violet rays break down
fiberglass and vinyl, which can age
your golf carts pre-maturely. Courses
that protect their carts from the sun’s
harmful rays report less maintenance
issues and a longer life for the use of
their carts. A roof over the cart storage
area also keeps the carts cleaner, reducing the number of hours course staff
has to spend keeping the carts clean.
The shelters at right also have outlets
installed in the columns to allow for
golf cart charging when not in use.
And the shelters can also be used for
social gatherings or other functions.
Protect your investment, and provide
your customers with a clean cart by
storing them under an ICON preengineered shade structure.

Gathering Shelters
ICON designs, engineeres and fabricates a wide variety of gazebos and
shelters for a multitude of purposes.
Hexagons, squares, octagons and rectangles are available from 8’ to 80’, with
options and accessories to make it as
simple or as ornate as you like.

Pedestrian and Cart Bridges
Pre-Engineered steel bridges provide
golf cart access across small streams,
gulleys and ravines. Bridges by ICON
are available in two styles. The straight,
Steel Truss bridges (Shown at right) are
formed with two parallel cord trusses
from which the floor framing is suspended. The Steel Girder bridges have
large, heavy girder beams that support
the floor framing from beneath.
Floor decking is treated dimensional
lumber, recycled Polymer planking or
cast-in-place concrete. Bridge design and
engineering are done as needed to the
design specification of the project.
We can custom design a small bridge
structure to meet whatever span and
load requirement is needed on your
course.

Tee Box Shelters
Provide a restful shelter at each tee box for golfers in large parties to wait their turn. The
ICON Tee Box Shelter provides shaded seating that can incorporate the ball washer and the
yardage sign into one convenient unit.
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A bolted steel frame supports a 7’ x 12’ curved or hipped roof in either pre-cut painted steel
panels or 2x6 tongue & groove. A 6’ contoured steel bench is free standing or attaches to the
two columns beneath the sign frame. The outside of the steel column is an ideal location to
mount a ball washer (sign and ball washer not included).
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